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Half Dome - a story by Damien O'Sullivan

  

  

As the bus pulled in the driver announced “Daff Dome.” solely for our benefit.
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“Half Dome’s up here?” Chirped an elderly lady with a particularly American accent.

“Not Half Dome. Daff Dome.” Came the gruff reply.

“What Dome?”

“D-A-F-F Dome, Daff Dome.” End of dialogue, or so the scowl on the driver’s face indicated.

That was the first time I had heard of Half Dome, a curt conversation between a confused tourist
and an extremely cantankerous bus driver.

What was this Half Dome they spoke of? Was it half in measure or shape?A diminutive lump of
polished granite. Or, a granite behemoth, one side a sweep of vertical rock the other a gentle
slope providing a pleasant descent. Half Dome, it turned out was the latter.

*                *                *

Two weeks later in Camp Four Eoin read from the Big Wall guide book.

“The book says two days, but we’ll do it in one”

“Ya, maybe”

“The book says take two ropes, a double set of cams, two sets of nuts, aid gear, bivy bags,
sleeping bags........”

Eoin looked at me, I looked back at him. In my hand was our ‘medium’ wall bag. It was small
enough to fit a pairs of shoes, a few scraps of food and a head torch. To fit the guide book list
would have been, a squeeze.

“Sure your man Honhold climbed it solo a few days ago, we’ll do it in a day, no bother.”
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“Ya, definitely, I’m game.”

*                *                *

Having a Yosemite Ranger car drive slowly next to you is just as unnerving as having a Garda
car drive next to you. I knew I had not done anything wrong (yet), but still I was nervous. ‘Yet’
your thinking. ‘What was he planning doing?’ you think. The truth is we needed a wilderness
permit to bivy at the base of Half Dome. I knew it, and I knew the ranger in the car next to me
knew it. I was walking along the road that led to the path that led to the base of the route we
would be climbing, which was on Half Dome. 
“Where are you headed for son?”

“Ah, eh, eh, up to Half Dome officer, eh, ranger, eh sir, eh..” 

“Are you headed up by the Death Slabs?”

DEATH SLABS. I remembered Eoin mentioned DEATH SLABS, but I had thought that they
were on the route, must be the crux I had thought. Not a chance, the DEATH SLABS were on
the approach, what was I letting myself in for here?

“Yes.” 

“Well be careful on the slabs.”

And that was it. I walked on, a single set of cams, a single set of nuts, a single rope in my bag.
Ahead of me Eoin strolled on oblivious of my brush with the law. His bag was heavy with the
weight of two sleeping bags and two mats that we would not be taking on the route. Weighed
down by the four liters of water we would not be taking on the route. 

In all honestly the DEATH SLABS were a real let down. I only occasionaly felt like I was in
imminent danger of meeting a premature demise and they were not even that slabby, more like
steep loose talus. Huge loose granite boulders in a gravelly ravine. 
When we finally set our bags down at the base of the wall it appeared enormous, towering,
steep, smooth and beautiful. The route we would attempt began on the left flank of the wall.
Following a system of cracks before traversing right out into the middle of the face along a
narrow ledge system. 

*                *                *

As I traversed right along a narrow ledge, I heard a voice.

“You’ll love this move man, it’s class.”

“Move” I shout up. ‘Move’ I think to myself, the route is meant to be 5.9. 

“Ya, it’s kind of like a dyno, it’s cool, you’ll love it.”
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“Dyno”

Meandering along the ledges getting nearer the ‘move’ I could see him grinning, ear to ear,
loving ever minute of it, soaking it it, the sights, the smells, the feel, the history, Yosemite, Half
Dome, the North West Regular Route.

It began to weigh on my mind, this ‘move’ this ‘dyno’. He’s six foot plus, I have leg room on
Ryanair flights.

The rope drew tight through the quickdraw, attached to it a solid looking bolt. Well placed to
protect the move, for the leader. Above it what looked like an obvious place to drape a sling, to
protect the second. The spike was bare. To the right, twenty meters of easy climbing across a
narrow granite ledge, granite complete with sharp edges.

As I unclipped the rope from the draw it made a most beautiful arc out across the face, all the
way to the belay. The young sun peeked briefly around from the east illuminating the spike,
before hiding behind a passing cumulous couch not wanting to watch the horror show.

“You’re some langer.”

“Wha?”

“You could have placed something above the MOVE to stop me swinging across the face. Just
in case I couldn’t do the DYNO first time.”

“Oh ya, sorry, you’ll be grand, it’s not that bad, just get your feet good and high.”

“I’ll high foot you.”

“Right, I’m going.” I set up for the MOVE, being careful not to forget the essential high foot. Up
my left arm soared. Empty handed it returned. 

“I’ll take in a bit”

“Easy, easy, your, pulling me off. Take it easy. If it’s alright with you I’ll wait until I get to Las
Vegas and have it done professionally for $20”.

Eoin’s laughter breaks my tension, I make the ‘move’. 5.9, you have to love it.

I amble across the ledge. He is grinning like a maniac. 

“I’d hate to be you”

“Why”

“You have to lead the next pitch, 5.9 chimney and off width”
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*                *                *

With the move done and 5.9 Half Dome standard firmly established, we found ourselves adrift
on a sea of golden granite, it’s swelling form illuminated under the gaze of the  morning sun,
before it slid away to the south side, leaving us in shade to tackle the more difficult climbing that
lay ahead, unprotectable chimneys, off-widths, cracks of various sizes and steepness, compact
slabs, and bolt ladders.
Below us the two other parties fought to untangle from each other. The two lads from Wyoming
were there for the long haul literally having decided to do the climb over two days. They sported
a substantial haul bag which I am  sure was as heavy as it looked. The other party were some
class of Euro-climber, most likely German. They arrived late in the night, announced in a
brusque tone that “In ze morning ve vill climb ze Half Dome by ze North Vest Route. Vhat time
vill you kommence?”

The Wyoming lads had offered to let us go ahead of them in the morning. We had agreed to
start at first light, which was about 6 a.m. 
Eoin plucked up.“We are commencing”, I nearly wet myself when I heard ‘commence’ in the
Cork accent, “at 6 a.m.”

“Und ze other party?” Gunter enquired.

“We’ll like start as soon as these dudes like get off like the first stance.”

A nod. One efficient nod. Nothing more.

We took a moment to gather ourselves at the top of pitch twelve. It would be easy to
congratulate ourselves that we had climbed half the route in only four hours, but we both knew
what lay ahead.

*                *                *

I had never climbed a chimney. This was not a good place to start. ‘But it is only 5.9’ I told
myself. Knowing full and well what 5.9 seemed to entail here on Half Dome. 

“Good luck Damo.”

“                           .” I was reticent, and there was nothing to say.

Luckily I had seen this method in the Yosemite museum a few days earlier. I put my back to the
wall and pushed my feet in opposition. I moved up steadily, creeping outwards to a crack close
to the edge, where I thought I would be able to place some protection. ‘This is going well’, I
thought. I smiled out to Eoin. By half height I was feeling pretty comfortable with my new found
chimneying skills. The chimney had a window in it that allowed me to look down on the valley,
the wall that lay beneath us, and for the first time a good view of the route that lay ahead of us,
it looked bigger than enormous from this perspective. 
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Peering up into the darkness of the chimney I noted to myself that protection for the next half
would be impossible. Maybe if I had a Big Bro or a crow bar I could have used it but
unfortunately we left them on the ground. The realization of this lack of protection suddenly and
dramatically reduced the granite’s friction. The ever present talus below, came into razor sharp
focus. My mind calculated distances, factored in rope stretch, and came up with the grave
conclusion that should I fall from any of the final section of the chimney I would hit the talus. I
will save you the details of what would happen if I hit the talus. 

I could take a belay here half way up the chimney. Enjoy the view out the ‘window’, and let Eoin
deal with it all. I could down climb the chimney and try the 5.11c corner variation to the left. I
even looked at the slab above the ‘window’ to see if I could manage to link it to the next belay.
Or, as all of my logic seemed to ebb from my body, I could climb it. And so I began. The initial
few meters getting away from the window were certainly the hardest physically. Above it the
friction seemed to return, the chimney was more parallel allowing me to wedge myself with
greater ease. I was back into a rhythm of sorts. Lift a leg, push up with the palms of my hands,
raise my back, and repeat, until, bump, my helmet met rock. The chimney had constricted
dramatically, halting any upwards movement. I felt out right with my hand for a crack that would
happily accept a nut, or a cam, for an edge, even a small one, nothing. I freed up my right foot,
it searched for purchase on the rock outside the chimney, again nothing. 

“There’s a crack.” Came the shout from below.

“What? A crack? Where?”

“Just above you. Out right, two feet up.”

I wiggled upwards a quarter of a inch. “Can’t reach it.” It was still about one foot, eleven and
three quarter inches above my outreached hand. 

‘Wiggle, wiggle for your life’, I thought. It was not going to work staying in the chimney. I have to
get up somehow, and the only way was to move out of the comparative safety of the chimney,
and I certainly was in that fatalistic final section of the chimney.
I wiggled right. Half in, half out, full of trepidation I reached up, still nothing. One leg in, one
dangling, I inched upwards, still nothing.
“You nearly have it, nearly there.” Came the encouragement. With pure trust in Eoin, I blindly
went on. Fully knowing that to fall now would be highly inadvisable for my health. Maybe it was
VS, maybe V 15, I can’t say, but some how I climbed that final few inches. One, two, and then
three fingers wrapped themselves on the dull edge. I swung out of the chimney, got established
on the slabby arête, and placed as many cams as the crack would accommodate. Immediately
the friction improved further allowing me easy passage to the belay stance. 

*            *            *

In the Yosemite Big Walls guide book, Chris Mc Namara writes, “because of the long approach
and north-facing orientation, the North West route has an alpine quality not found on other
popular Yosemite walls. The climbing starts off wandering at a low angle and gradually grows
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steeper and gets better.”

Having breeched the chimneys Eoin and I were now firmly established on the steeper section of
the climb. Pitch after pitch of immaculate granite drew us upwards on our voyage. 

Our next big land mark would be Big Sandy. Big Sandy in not the name of a Yosemite strumpet,
but rather a sizable ledge, the only place on the route where a party could bivy in comfort. Big
Sandy also marks the beginning of the Zig-Zag pitches. These three pitches are the crux of the
route. They weigh in a heavy free climbing grade of 5.12 or can be aided at C1. Success in our
attempt to climb the entire route in a single day now lay in these three pitches. 

Before we ever left Camp Four the previous day we had both agreed to throw style to the winds.
The only thing we were interested in was getting to the top of the route in a single push. We had
absolutely no intention of wasting a second trying to free the Zig-Zags. If a move was hard
enough to slow us down we would ‘French Free’ it. Failure to get through these three pitches
would mean a night in the cold with Big Sandy. We had be told that many years ago, an
altruistic alpinist stashed a sleeping bag on Big Sandy to aid the plight of fellow shipwrecked
granite sailors.

The ledge was big, and it was sandy, but one whiff of that sleeping bad had Eoin telling me to
speed it up. A decade or more of use by Yosemite’s finest told a pungent tale, one in which Eoin
and I did not want to become characters. I set off up that first of the Zig-Zag pitches with
renewed urgency, employing ‘Gorilla’ aid tactics. We had no proper aid climbing equipment. The
only luxury we had, was a one inch nylon sling which we acquired on a ledge a few pitches
lower. It was a quantum leap more comfortable to use as an etrier than our eight millimeter
dynema slings. The cracks on the Zig-Zags were steep and thin, but they took gear very well,
progress however was slow. Occasional free moves interspersed with some of the ugliest aid
climb I imagine ever had the effrontery to show it’s face in Yosemite valley. 

*            *            *

With the sun emerging from around the western corner of the face we sat a top of the Zig-Zags.
In the fading light three pitches below Gunter and his obviously less efficient partner, reluctantly
acquainted themselves with Big Sandy and her odorous sleeping arrangements. The last of the
sunlight illuminates my shining path, the ‘Thank God ledge’, so named as it allowed the first
ascent party to traverse left and around the severely overhanging headwall that marks the top of
Half Dome. I set off across the ledge, which is about ten inches wide at most, on my feet, facing
the wall. It presented no problems and I could almost taste the cold beer that I had been
promised should I get all the way across the ledge standing up. The ledge is somewhat of a
mental gauntlet. It starts easily enough, it lulls you into security, then the ledge narrows ever so
slightly, and the wall bulges out just a few inches. The net effect of these two simple
adjustments to to geometry of the rock results in an alarming lack of balance. There is nothing
on the wall to hold onto and by one one’s center of gravity is balanced on an imaginary knife
edge. I found myself pressing myself into the rock, my respective knees pointing east and west
in a none to healthy angle for the average man. I tried to reach down to place a cam behind the
ledge. No, not going to happen without dramatic changes to the laws of physics. I braced my
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self against the wall, looked back at Eoin, and thought to myself, “thank God ledge indeed. I
wonder does this happen to all agnostics?” I retreated a few meters, placed a cam, dropped to
my hands and proceeded to heel hook across the ledge. “You don’t need faith you just need to
apply modern climbing techniques”, I thought to myself. As I got back on my heels I was faced
with instant karma, and the realization that proof or Gods existence has been preceded my
belief in divine comedy, more chimney and offwidth. Not much of a chimney mind you, but just
enough to make my mind go POP. 

I tried to wedge myself, I tried to chimney up, I tried to use the edge of the chimney to gain
some purchase, I tried to use the imaginary crimps, all to no avail. Foiled at the final hurdle. I
stood at the bottom of the chimney, it was no more than five meters high, I could see holds at
the top, I could see that those holds led to easier ground. I was conscious that time was running
out for Eoin and I. We still had three pitches to climb and the light was now fading fast. Eoin had
climbed amazingly all day, he deserved to attain what he set out to do, I owed it to him to get on
with the job at hand. All that there was to be done was to ‘man up’ and ‘send that bitchin’
chimney’, thanks Brad. So I did. I swam up the first half, swam up into the depths, looked down
on the heavens and the stars below me. Half Dome lay at my back, stretched out in front of me,
in all it twenty first century electrical wilderness glory was Yosemite valley. The shock of
exposure squeezed the remaining breath from my body. Never before had I felt so exposed, my
last point of protection hundreds of meters away, the wall, a million meters high, overhanging all
the way. I felt I was in outer space, connected only by a slender thread. ‘Get it together drama
queen. You’ll never win a Piolet D’Or but you’re in with a good chance of an Oscar, ‘man up’.
Enough of this pretty pink psychological pussy footing’. Deep from within a guttural roar left my
body. I like to think it was my inner animal emerging, more than likely though the animal was
escaping, not wanting to be around for The Pendulum of the Century, part two. 

*            *            *

“The offwidth chmney yoke was pretty easy if you faced the other way. With your back facing
in”.

“I’ll try it that way next time”

Darkness had joined the party with three pitches to go. Eoin set off groping for the holds that
would allow us to the top. He only found bolt hangers, it was a bolt ladder, fantastic. hard that
bolt ladder though, this route was not letting us pass without a fight. Maybe having the proper
equipment would have made things easier, making do with what he had Eoin struggled
onwards, sideward, and occasionally upward. As I sat in the darkness hanging off the side off
the cliff, peering into the inky depths after Eoin, gazing down on the brightly lit valley below, I
considered the lunacy of out enterprise, and smiled. Then a drop of rain broke my reverie. ‘No it
can’t, it cant, Smokie said ‘it never rains in California’, I let the song run through my head, ‘It
never rains in California, but man let me warn ya, it pours, man it pours’. Damn, if Smokie is
right this could be really bad. 

“Safe”
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“Off”

“On belay”

“Climbing”

Movement bought me back to reality, the rain drop seemed to be the solitary survivor of a
passing cloud, that just so happened to land on my overwrought forehead. I got to the belay
after much thuggery and a pitch black pendulum. Twenty one down two to go.
“I can’t. That last chimney finished me. My head is gone. I can’t”

So off Eoin led again. Out into the darkness, across the glassy slab, traversing left under the
overhangs, with only an infrequent thin crack to steady his hands and an even less frequent
piece of protection to steady his nerves, but without a wobble or a fuss he got there. 

“Safe”

“Off”

“On belay”

“Climbing”

It had become automatic. The final pitch was an easy scramble to the top. I wedged myself
behind a big rock on the summit and belayed Eoin up the final few meters. 

It was hard to believe that we had made it to the top.In the wind, in the dark, in the silence, the
magnitude of what we done stilled us,eyes bulging, mind ravaged, feet and arms shouting,
having just climbed the Regular North-West Route of Half Dome, in a fourteen hour push. We
ate our Cliff bar and drunk what was left of the water. Eoin put on his walking shoes for the
descent, I having left mine behind did not have such a luxury.
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